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F.A.S. T.: To Lower the Vote

Last Friday (I0-17) at 2:30 P.M.
Jerry Springer was guest speaker for
the fourth session of FAST. Mr.
Springer of the law firm of Frost and
Jacobs liiis obtained his doctorate in
jurisprudence
from
Northwestern
University and at present is Chairman
of the Hamilton County Coalition for
Vote 19:
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XU Depri~ed of Rights, WKRC Says

beautiful if unnecessary. He pointed
out that the criteria for voting is an
The rrimary job of a college or sam and Shriver say that those who do
extremely vague topic. Should being university is to teach and the teaching not wish to participate in the discussion
intelligent be required'? Unprejudiced process requires that students attend have the right to a11cnd class. The
College of Mount Saint .Joseph postArticulate? Who judges? How? When? class.
Jerry Springer answered it's "Safer
Consequently, the scheduling of a poned its annual day of spiritual activity
if we follow the basic democratic prin- campus-wide discussion of.the Vietnam which was scheduled fo·r tomorrow so '
ciple. Those who have a stake. in society, War on a day when classes customarily as not to give the impression that it
should have a vote." It is the State arc held is merely a clever gimmick was participating in the so called Vietthat sees 18 year old as an "entity", to get publicity for the event. There's nam Moratorium.
·and places on him the four require- no reason why local collegiate discusUnfortunately, Xavier's reaction
mcnts of a responsible citizen:
sion of the war need coincide with the prevented the response by this area\
I)' the obligation 10 ray taxes
rest of the nation. Last Sunday or next educational institutions from being
2) completion of compulsory edu- would have been just as good, maybe unanimous. Xavier's rresidcnl. the ·
cation
even better, because Sunday is not a Right Reverend Paul O'Connor, called
3) responsibility before criminal class day. As a matter of fact, not to off classes for tomorrow. after a mahave planned it for tommorrow would jority of students voted in favor of a
courts
have further divorced local institutions no-class Day of Awareness. The faculty
3) the draft
.
from the national observance. Student concurred and the Board of Governors
The
State
· 1o- d ec Iarc that
.
. has drawn up
. the log1cal
. . age 1ea d crs h ere 1oo k pams
, of the Alumni Association gave its aptor votmg, :ind yet does not give 1.1 for neither they nor their efforts had any proval. So. once again, a fine institution
an?ther three years. Mr. ~pnngcr connection with the national committee. has knuckled under to student demands.
pomte<J out that the fourth requirement,
.
.
. .
1 he presidents of UC and M1a1m In doing so. it is depriving those who
allowing the "If you're old enough to
fight, you're old enough to vote" argu- refused to cave in to demands that want to attend class of their civil right.
ment, is probably the strongest and classes be dismissed. Doctors Langmost popular rallying point, but if
drawn to its logical conclusion only
able-bodied males between 17 and 35
could vote. Rather the "Interest Argu.
mcnt" is far more substantial and far
I would h~e- to respond to your setting up a day of chaos manifestly
more inclusive; accepting the respon- cdi~orial of Tuesday, Octob_e~ .14. in. unfair to faculty who must struggle to
sibilitics of society, the voter decides whrch WKRC expressed cntrc1sm of accommodate those who arc rrcselll
according to his own motives, and al- Xavier University and its president and later on those who were absent:
though different from. others, thcv for the suspension of classes in fa,·or 3. The third alternati\·e is do what
remain not nccessari'ly better o.r of a day of education on the Vietnam Xa1·ier and many othi:r respected inworse.
question.
.Jltitutions dis-declare this to he a day
y our cntrcrsm
·· ·
The Question and Answer pe.riod
too·k a very narrow of true education hcaritl"e- all 1·icwnoints
,.

Mr. Springer's speech lasted only
thirteen minutes and yet was very informative and sincere. On November 4
of this year the decision to lower the
·voting age to include 19 year olds is
pending before the Ohio State legislature. The issue has already passed
LAKE:R
the House and the Senate and must now
be approved by the public to become an
Ohio State Amendment. Kentucky's
1-75 made Kentucky one of the four
states to lower the voting age lo 18, and
as Mr. Springer said there has been
"no revolution there." On a purely
statistical level, lowering ihe voting
age to 19 in Ohio would produce an
On Tuesday, O~tober 28, the X.U. additional 478,000 possible voters and
Student Chapter of the A.C.M. (Asso- drop the average voting age from 48
ciation for Computing Machinery) is to 43. In other words, Mr. Springer
sponsoring a meeting that will benefit said the younger element of society
those who are interested in the field of seeks "not control, just a voice."
Computer Progrnmming.
,_.
Jerry Springer pointed out that
The meeting will be conducted in collegiaa:is and their contemporaries
the Hearth R.oom on the basement t1oor arc the most active in politics, and to
in the X.U. Center Building at 7:30 p.m. the argument that collegians ·arc too
Mr. Rohcrt Strunk of the X.U. idealistic and not at all concerned with
Computer Center will speak on the the more practical issues. Mr. SprinSeveral
"History of Computers" and. will gcr had
'
• ·ins"'ers
'
· · Ft'rst • he
:tnswcr any questions that arise .. Fol- questioned the, veracity of the state- lasted well over half an hour. First, a look at what is a highly complex problowing this a brief meeting will be con- mcnt aitd how it would be 'proven since. member of the audience asked about lem. Faci:d with a request for a day of
ducted in order to discuss Chapter they don't have the opportunity to the chances of the issue passing . .lerrv campus awareness from responsihle
activities and membership. Member- actually vote; second he argued its Springei· was far.from ortirnistic. Th~ st_udcnt_s reflecting a majority campus
to other sections of issue:- has already hcen defeated in l'rcwpomt o f facu Ity. SllllIcnts alllI
ship is not limited to X.U. students; it anprlicability
1•
· Icnt Iia d t Iiese a Iteralso includes the other surrounding society.· finally, he said ;,So 1vhat!" Michigan two-to-one; the odds of pass- ·a Iu~nnr.· a prcs1l
colleges :111d univcrsitics. ·Mr. Springer fell hack on the basic ing in Ohio arc worse than 50-50. and natrl'es:
I. Simply deny the requi:s tand faci:
i\fter the convocation,. coff.:e and argument that .every dcmcnt with an Cincinnati is expectc~ to he a djsasti:r
"interest" in society should he repre- area. If, hl'lwever, the bill obtains a the possibility of a disrupti\·e 1rnlk-1Hll
donuts will he served.
For further information, contact scnted, should have the vote. On the po(rnlar majority, it will become effec- anyway: 2. Decree that e\W)'Olll! is
. _the X_avier. Univcr.~ity Comrutcr Cen- topic of ickalism, .li:rry Springer said tiw immediatdy and apply to ncC'l free to do as he chonsi:s. come til dass
· "·cll"sta\"awav. with no sanctions or cen~
lhnt the Moratorium was hcautiful. and ·l'e<u"s·dection·. . . · ·
.· · tCi· (85J~J657, 58. or 59).
pc:tccful. hut it would he ewn more .
(Continued 011 pa!{e 2)
.sure i;nros~d. This straddles the issue.
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President Replies to Attack

on a ma!!cr of profound national imrortanci:.
Your editorial said: .. once again a
fine institution has knuckled under to
I not Iia1·e a rcpustu d ent d cman d s. " I 'o
·
kl'
· 11c
I
•
tatron
nl · 1~1H1c
· 111g umJer. Q u11c
rnntrary. This irresponsihlc charge• nf
weakness 1ias made hy a person who
did not take the 0 rrnnunity to find nut
the reasoning behind my decision when
the nppnnunit~ 11 as offered 10 him .
ha1t: ,rnly nne que,;iion to a'k
IC°<•illinued 011 {'Ilg<' 3)
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Thanks to All

·

Being somewhat ariti-traditionalist, this e, di tor would like
to laud the establishment's "four year plan" here at X. It is
interesting that an order like t.he Jebs, who, as it is reported,
like to withdraw from the community and waste their educational·
talents, can mass produce men who seem interested in the.

Dear Bill,
I would like to express my sincere
congratulations to you and, through
you, to the entire Xavier University
Community on a tremendous success
of .the Day of Awareness on Vietnam
last Wednesday.

same community.
· ·
Look at all the student services-that exist at Xavier. We must
have been really clever to manage to get all these started, from·
Millvale to Appalacia, under the auspices of a Jesuit university:
without the kno.w.Je~ge:or support of the Jesuits: Naturally, we:
" - .. -- ·l h· k ·
should keep all the credit from them, or so some peop e t m .
Such ideas as Psychological training for- Cincy cops and
establishing Montesorri schools and counseling for high school
dropouts are to be scorned as week and p_assifying despite
fantastically successful results. The _same applie~ for a planned.
.. l
d
·
h
"t
FM radio statio11J~;;~e11 up ower e ucahonJ<U .. e comr~.mm y.
Moreover, offering-computer services to city schools is not
serving our "community" because these high schools are some-:
times outside the limiting three mile radius of Xavier and:
Avondale.

on a very chilly night ....: 600. memhers of the Xavier Community at the
first· sess.ion; where 100 would have
been a pleasant surprise . . . An exMarine Colonel explaining his views
to JOOO members of the community
h ·1d
· . . . a delegate to the UN so t n 1 e
with Xavier he wants to come back
. . . A newsman saying this was the
single. most impressive event he has
ever covered . , . For all this you
were responsible.

To refute again your student protest
argument, I did not see or hear of any
Xavier students threatening to _storm
father O'Connor's office or to take
over any of the university buildings.
To refute your argument again, just
last spring at a Student Council dinner,
it was Father Patrick Ratterman, Vice
President in charge of Student Affairs,
wno said: "In the past year the offices
of student government have made many
changes beneficial to •. 1e university
community. You 'have made these
changes by using logic, good reasoning, and by studying the pros and cons
of the issues. This, l think, is good. I
cannot say enough to compliment you
on · your attitudes and thinking."

This kind of thing can happen every
The idea of disas~ociating our- day if we will all only listen, and dialog
selves from any noisy day. o( protest and respect one anothers opinions as
and substituting a positive program of you did for 24 hours on Oct. 15th.
awareness and education on the entire
Peace,
Vietnam 'problem, was brilliantly
conceived and J·ust as brilliantly exeTim Burke
I myself believe that we on student
Student Body President
ciited.
·
government this year used logic and
. I am told· that ..over one hundred.
good reasoning in presenting the ideas·
students worked_arduqusly throughout
for this "day of education" on Vietnam.
the day t<(_make. the program the sueIt has been said by some that academic
Mr. Bill Barko
cess it Wlls. My perso!lal thank!!_ and
can take place only in the
learning
Editi:>r,
Xavier
News
the official l.fniversitY.:.thanks to all
c/assroom, I distinctly remember
Xavier University
of you.
being told by one of my education pro_This simply shows ·what a united Cincinnati, Ohio 45207
fessors that he believed that . discusUniversity community can do when all Dear Bill,
sion on academic and non-academic
are working together toward the same
October 15, 1969 is a day that will affairs could take place inside and
goal.
be long remembered by the Xavier outside the classroom; that some . of
But what of this four year plan, college? It _should be under-:
Community. It was the first time on
these discussions that you have with
stood that the Jebs specialize in higher education. So in order:
May God .bless all of you.
.. this day that Xavier acted as a comyour friends, be it over a beer, coffee,
to follow their philosophy they should open up Bible schools? Or·
Cordlaily yours,
muriity. It was on this day ~hat the
or just standing around, will help you
maybe they should try to get on civic committees and mingle·
Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J.
student body dispelled the mythical to form your ideas and convictions.
church with state? That is not the responsibility of the arch-_
throes of apathey, and stood up to be You will notice, sir, that we are concounted as one of the truly enlightened
diocese? Well, it's certainly a beardstroker for me.
_ . _~- ...... · _
·
ducting our "day of education", our
universities in the nation. On OctoMoritorium, at the University. You
Then again, maybe they could devote a little more time to Letter to (he Editor
ber 15th, while the rest of the nation
failed to mention any of the names of
the university. This editor has had Jesuits in seven of his forty- The Xavier News
protested, Xavier contemplated. This
the . qualified speakers that we have
nine courses. In the four years the ratio win stay about the ".(avier University
is the sign of a rich, mature atmo.
sphere. I congratulate Rev. Paul L. engaged to discuss the war. ,
same but the influence will be deeper. This is a Christian Dear Sir:
O'Connor for his progressive outlook. As l finish this Jetter, I'm asking mycommunity. Enough guys are interested to make _it one. Why?
I wish to express publicly my appre- I applaud the Student Council of Xavier self why I sh<i~ld have to explain myself
Because the establishment here offers enough training to de- ciation to everybody who had any part for adherence to their principles, and or my school regarding the position
velop an interest and enough services to maintafo it.
in planning and carrying out the _Octo- Tim Burke and the many people who we are taking_ on the Vietnam Morabcr 15 Xavier University Day of Aware- worked cin this community project for tprium. I wonder if it is really nei;esThe Jebs are doing one hell of a job in educating ness on Vietnam. In my eightt:en years. their diligence, for their patience, and sary. Through the news media, news
academically and morally. This is one hello( a four year plan. on this campus there has never been for the fantastic job that they did. And is supposed to be conveyed as it hapThe fact that there ·are a few closed minds does not make this a day on which I' was more proud to be a ·finally I praise the Xavier community pens; not just how it is seen by one man.
WJC member of the Xavier University com- for their interest, their participation, Mr. Johnston, you said that Xavier
a closed community.
munity.
and their intelligent dialogue. I remain,
University was acting differently from
the other colleges in the Cincinnati
Sincerely,
There are so many people to thank
and congratulate, from the President
Greg Adamski
area. That is true. We are acting this
of the University to the student who, I
way because we believe our course of.
action .. to b!: · most beneficial· to our
understand, was assigned the respon.
.
.
sibility of handling "trivia". However, · ·
·
&<
students.
Last week, while most of the country was enmeshed m 1 particularly want to single out Tim
You say that we are acting differently
the trivia of the Vietnam day, something really important Burke, Student Body President, and
and that you don't like it. Is this dislike
was taking place right here at Xavier. While thousands the members of Student Council not just Mr. Samuel T. Johnston
just because we aren't doing things the
slept a hard core of dedicated and still unheralded Xavier for their planning the day but for their Vice President and General Manager· nice, neat way that everybody else
'
··
·
·
U
involving from the beginning all segdoes; is it . because we are voicing an
men start~d the wheels of tradition t~rnmg m X 's annual ments of the University in both plan- WKRC Stations
1906 Highland Avenue ·
opinion that differs from other CincinHomecommg Queen Pageant/Contest/Giveaway.
ning and participation.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45219
nati schools, or is it because you and
It certainly is an honor to be running for the title of Homeothers cannot weigh the issues ·at hand
A group of students waiting for the Dear Mr. Johnston,
coming Queen at Xavier. Of the thousands of Cincinnati-based beginning of the 6:00 p.m. liturgy on As 1 heard your editorial last night and t~ke a good look at the facts b.efore
girls hoping against hope for the coveted crown, only a select the Day of Awareness explained to me on the late news, I had 10 ask myself speaking out to condemn an issue.
that the thing they were enjoying most
few can be chosen candidates. Competition is fierce. But, then·, was the ability of Xavier students to where you received your information
Respectfully submitted,
the reward is great.
"zero in" on speakers who were over that The Very Reverend Paul L. O'Connor, President of Xavier University,
J. Kevin England
Ask any of the queen candidates. She'll tell you what a total simplistic in their thinking, regardless had given in, under pressure, to the
Vice President - '70 ·
experience it is to have one of the XU Selective Grade A Queen · of their position, and to bring these demands of the Xavier students regarding the Vietnam Moratorium.
Candidate committees come to her local college. It's really speakers to a "moment of truth."

No Apathy

Pro ••

H 0 m.com ing' I

.

.

Sh 0 rf com •In I

d

if XU"

o·

·

x u R epl :es
to

WKR C

Lucky;_ . _!Ji·m.

A good education teaches !l,tudents This I find hard to believe. The morato examine ideas critically and then to torium question first came about a
ask hard questions, questions that go week before school started. Ii was then Dear Editor,
.to the heart (basic truth) of the matter. brought up, at the first Student Council
Lucky me! I get to eat in the cafe_The capacity of Xavier students to
·
f h
teria while my fiancee gets to eat in
.
k
th
·
th
h
k
•
meetmg
o
t
e
academic
year,
Septem~
th m
e1r way
roug a spea ers b
·
·
23 1
the Grill. Now I seldom see her at all! /
.
1'd eas an d th en t o as k cri't'1ca1 questions
· Ater , 969,. m the. form of a. proposal.
1
a counci meeting two mghts later
was very apparent on October 15. It.
It seems that she has to pay the flat
the proposal to have a "day of educa- rate to eat in the cafeteria. If she eats
made me very proud not only of our t' ..
1 •... • • • • ,
b
.
.
ion on v 1etnam on 0 cto er 15 was only a'sandwich; why should she have
students but of the education that 1s
d
·
Th'
being provided at Xavier University., passe
unam?1ous1Y·
is proposal to pay the flat rate of $1.40 for that
was then submitted to Father O'Connor alone? The girls in the office pay for
---sincerely yours,
by the President of Student Council, what.they eat!
P.H. Ratterman, S.J.
· Tim· Burke. Reasons for and against
Also, there is talk of closing the
this "day of education" were evaluated,
cafeteria
to ALL hoppers, MALE and
and Father O'Connor, and later the
FEMALE!
'
Alumni Board of Governors, saw fit
l know there are abuses, but why
.
.
to call off classes. They did not buckle
To the Members of the Xavier
under student protest. They used logic . punish the majority of hoppers and
University Community:
and reasoning to come to a decision their friends for this?
Oct. 15th, The Xavier University that they thought would be most benePeace, but no capitulation!
Day of Community Awareness, per- .ficial to the University Community.
Rayn'fond Kaufman, '71
h~ps marked the, re~l beginning of Xa(Continued irom page 1)
vier as a community. For 24 hours
members of the Xavier student body,
Throughout the Question-Answer olds were greatly swayed by emotions,
faculty and administration stopped Period the problem of responsibility and rather than lowering the vQting age,
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF .................................... William F. Barko their normal business and took the and maturity in the nineteen year old he preferred raising the age of responMANAGING EDITOR · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·.,· · · · · · · · · -~ · · · Denis F · Wassh time to dialog with one another, to ex- came up. The vaguest arguments ap- sibilities.
EDITORIAL EDITOR····································· Mark Hinchy change their divergent points of view. peare~ when the definition of maturity
The Coalition for Vote 19 has deSPORTS EDITOR · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .JackMurray
and its appl!cability were attempted. creed Sunday November 2, as "Vote 19
r
Many
students
put
in
long
hard
hours
Fr
R
tt
CIRCULATION MANAGER · ..... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · P au IM c Laug h m
· ~ erman agreed with lowering Day". There will be a rallv. at Ludlow
·
in making Oct. 15th the success that it the v t
19 b
J'
ASSOCIATE EDITORS ................ Gary Reed, M att Hayes, J oe C orm1er
.
o mg age to
ut disagreed with Garage followed by a program to canwas, and to list them all wo!Ud fill a th ·
I ·
CARTOONIST .... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · PegiAhlrichs
e smgu anty of Mr. Springer's "vest- vass the city. It should take no longer
· ·
·
M'k R
page of this paper. Let it suffice to say ed inter t"
· F
COPY EDITOR ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1 e alto
es argument. r. Ratterman than three hours. At present they have
··
· k I that for 24 hours students successfully agreed with th
COLUMNISTS ...... ·;·······················~·· Dan Kane, G reg Burwm e
e proposition that ma- 900 supporters·, they want and need a.·
··
'
·
J 010
I G
shouldered the greatest, amount of re- turity
d
'b'
MODERATOR ...... · .'. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
ctz
·
·
~n . responsi ility were neces- minimum of 1600 to cover the Cinsponsibility they have ever been given. sary
t
b
J k J ff
BUSINESS MANAGER · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ac e re
.
.
'.
en ena, ut added that today's cinnati area The difficulty arises in
-E.RS
.......
-..............
John
Dorocak,
Larrv
Walter,
Skip
Bertke
To
all
who
played
a-role
in
tlus,
thank
nineteen
year
olds
hwe
it '·ind use d ti1e t h at the maJonty
: . of voters .must ·11ot
REPOR1 _ .
,
.
'
·
G re•g Haas
Moratonun1 'as proof· O ne gent Ieman merely be convinced
.
. vahty.
·
' • P" t Decker you.
of its
If
Fifteen ~tudcnts, in. front of the o_ur, .. ~f. ~wenty-fi;c Y,c<~rs, i~r~u:d' f~o~. ,P~~- you wish to support "Vote 19.. , sign
LAYOUT EDITOR ....... , ........................ : ....... Dan Costello
-~PHOT06RAPt!ERS ·.... -... : .-. -. .... Mike liipskind.John.P.a.yne,.John Miller. L~~Y. .~1~1.o_r~. ~~r~n.e. ?~ .2~~0. ~1:n.1 .•• ~0:1.a~ •experience ·tHat · nmcteen -ye'<lr r\\p-il'l -ihe 'Swl!tfrit' CoOrtci( Offitc 'fo~
• • - • • • - • • • • • ~ • • • - - - • - • • i.l'l<! Nt!"el1'11'>!!1"?.ttri~t!. • • ' • • • • • • • • •

something, she'll say, to be eating in the caf and. see these
trained specialists walking up and down and grading the girls
on the 10-point quality scale. 011ly those most appealing to the
Muskies' taste .. ; qua,lify. Maybe a little degr~~ing to, j1:1~ge
people on 4H' Club' standards, you ask? No, not at all. It's a
~eal honor for them.
After the initial tqrill and excitement wears off, the lucky
candidates can still look forward to a week of campaigning at
Xavier. Parading through the cafeteria for, five days, offering
candy and ci,garettes to gaping, hooting, forJ(-jlropping, swearing Muskies is the thrill of a lifetime. It's just another of the
fringe benefits of a traditional homecoming.
So the men here have really integrated the women into our
big happy family of a community very well. Nt>w vote for the
. DFW
candy-toting queen candidate of your choice.

Community
Forming

0

?!
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His Own Write
Dan Kane
Easy Rider

1President
Replies

(Coi11i1111edfro111 page I)
end ~f the movie." The r~alness _or' would it have been better on that day
America came across beautifully with that only ne v · th
·
f
the endin '·
o
oice, e voice o protest
be heard, or was the better solution
g
If you ~ave ever been a freak or a day of awareness and education in
even closely resembled a freak you which all viewpoints received a hearknow exactly how it feels. You know the ing ! !
way people react to your looks and the
Paul L. O'Connor, S.J.
The freedom ends violently as it way they type you as a ,long haired
President, Xavier University
was born, the cycles are left on the freak or a hippie weird-o. Welcome
side of the road, the communes starved to America! Well Fonda and Hopper
out, or typed into oblivion, the drunken are. beautiful. I mean they are really
lawyer murdered in his sleep by his beautiful. Fonda looks like one of the
own kind and the grass, well the grass sixteen vestal virgins that were supwill go on forever.
posed to leave for the coast, and HopPeter Fonda is almost overcome per looks like every parent's recurby his image of himself, same shades, ring nightmare, buckskins and bugs.
leather pants, custom bike, dealing And for this, or because of this, they
mostly in monosyllables and philo- are jailed, beaten, starved, whored,
sophical statements such as, "I'm · and ultimately destroyed. Why? Figure
gettin my thing together", and "It's it out for yourself strait America.
really great, doing your own thing, ·OH GOD, do I love it here in wonderful,
free America. America the brave.
in your own time."
. Fonda tries to make it with a statue
that is representational of Amer.ica,
crying to it that his mother was messed
up while the prostitute he is with
screams that she wants to conceive a
child. ·Symbolims? Perhaps. Hopper
never really getting into anything,
just existing on the surface with his
But these two ride and push and
ever present "WOW!"
smoke their way right into your minds
So Captain America and Billy are
at some point in ~he film that is hard
dead and for all intents and purposes,
to determine.
I was disappointed in this fil~ so is America.
until theend because Fonda and Hopper
were trying too hard to get a message
across. Because they tried so hard
they almost failed. Almost.,-The ending brought the whole thing home and
leaves one with the feeling that they
finally "got their thing to)lether at the
•

•

TUES.

''KEG NIGHT''

"Bottle Beer Night''
with Steve Gar6ee

wEo.

THUR.

Garbee Silgs &Plays
Mecbankal Roclr Band

c_A CJ'aulist

Q_oes
'PorwartJ·

NO ADMISSION
ON FRI. 11 SAT.
BEFORE 8 P.M.

\

...t/fJt baclQvatiJ.'
DANCING TIL 2:30 A.M.
Time never stands still - and
neither does a Paulist.
Issues are raised, conflicts appear and the world changes, but
the Paulist is always part of the
new . . • blending the best of
the old with the hope and promise of the future .
Because one of the major characteristics of the Paulist is his
ability to cope with, and welcome, change, he's better able
to meet the needs of modern
man: he uses his own talents
to work for Christ and is given
the freedom to do so.
If you've given thought to the
priesthood, find out more about
the order that never stands still.
Write today for an illustrated
brochure and a summary of
our recent Renewal Chapter
Guidelines.
Write to:

••

•

STEAKHOUSE
.,~..tr .f:r M E N U -k i:i .f:r
Special Cut Char-Broiled

• Sirloin Steak
• Idaho Baked Potato
Chef's Crisp Garden

• Salad Bowl Drt11fn1
::::"'
Garlic
.,
French. Roll

335 CALHOUN ST.

861~8346

Fri.• sta.

Dennis Hopper is almost too busy
directing and writing (dialogue?) to
act, until he lights up, and then, well
he must have been stoned when he
was supposed to act stoned or they are
teaching a different kind of method
acting these days.

Piii 'Ririe

DUFF'S

·

"Don't look now but someone ahead
of you is standing alone and singing."
(Biff Rose) That someone is Dennis
Hopper. Singing about the world of freedom that you can hold in your hand,
grass, cycles, communes and drunken
lawyers in gold football helmets.

22, 1969

$179

XEROX COPIES
NOW
This low rate limited to Stude.~Hs
and Faculty only.

-'CllFTOH .TYPEWRITER. SERVJC.E
(At UC Campus since .1150)
331-4866

216 W. McMillan

Vocation Director

ROSELAWN

CJ'aulistth·
cpa erg

71DD l1ttll111 Id.

NORTHERN KY.
4211 Dl1l1 NWJ.

CHERRY GROYI

Room 100
415 West S9th Street

1517 11111m1nt Av•.

WOODLAWN

New

1DSH Strflllffllll Plkt

York, N.Y. 10019

. MONFORT HEIGHTS

. Nartll 11d • c1111111·1•.

Some people have all the love .
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Who cares I Who's got the Coke? Coca-Cola has the
refreshing t.aste you never get tired of. That's why things go
·
better with Coke~ after Coke, after Coke·;
Bottlea under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by:
The .Coca-Cola. Bottling .Works. Cpmp•ny ,, ,C;l.P.cinnati
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Wasserman
605 Race Street
Jewelers for one generation.
,. I
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Pa1e Four

AWARENES'S DAY IN REVIEW'
Witli a Prayer

•No One Dragged Y()U In '

The mood and atmosphere for the
24 hour "Day of Awareness" was set
at the 11 :30 Peace Vigil on October 14.
Readings from both scripture and
contemporary literature helped to develop an open atmosphere for the
following day's discussions on the
Vietnam War. After reciting these
passages and singing songs, the 150
participants moved silently in a candle
vigil to the Blessed Mother's grotto
in back of Alumni Hall. These candles
were placed around the grotto in memory of the thousands of men. who died·
in the Vietnam War. After the formal
service ended, an all night vigil took
place, continuing until 8:00 a.m

Awareness

"Why you are in Vietnam is your South Vietnamese journalist and
problem; but let me say this: no one former_ ambas~ador who spo.ke last
dragged you in." The Ambassador to spring at Xavier, analyzed th1~ fa~et
the U. N. from Thailand, Mr. Ka- further; he felt that the conflict msiemsri elaborated here on his views volves the whole cultural gambit of
of the U.S. involvement in Vietnam. man. Although Mr. Kasiemsri didn't
The nature of his midday presentation mention this, he did emphasize that the
was mainly concerned with Thailand's United States is incorrect in assuming
interest, or disinterest, in the way; but tha~ the war can be settled by a military
for a few moments he embarked on a victory: The -ambasslldor pointed out
few interesting notes about the- U.S. the need to recognize 'the .Viet Cong,
approach to the war. "Everyone knows or at least a repres,entative, of the
that the Peace negotiations in Paris North Vietnamese interests. After
' are accomplishing nothing. And why reflecting on the lessons of the Korean
is it? Well, it seems to me that the War, the Thailand guest suggested
North Vietnamese are totally dedi- care and concern in the area of cul.cated to the proposition of one, unite.d tures. "We cannot believe that an inVietnam. The U.S., on the other hand, tegration of Western and Eastern man
are somehow convicted to the theory can be affected in the atmosphere of
Following Fr. Savage at the outset .nor fighting to the bitter end would help that they should only have to contain war. Rather we should strive for the
of the Awareness Day was .Dr. Jon. solve the problem.
the enemy. Well what is negotiable harmony of the two cultures: a·selective
Moulton. His topic was "The His_torical
Dr. Moulton named several reasons about
two standpjjii'its? Nothing!" awareness of what each world is offerBackground of the Vietnam War."
for the present failure to achieve a
The ~ain thrust of Mr. Kasiemsri's ing !O the k_nowledge of.man."
Dr. Moulton traced the political peaceful settlement. First, he said, slow-paced, yet cohesive speech was
complexities underlying the outbreak North Vietnam's obstinacy at the peace Thailand's plea for self-determination.
of the war, beginning in about 1945 table can be attributed to "their lack "We have freely offered our facilities
when Ho Chi Minh was considered a. of trust in the U.S." Moulton also noted· to the West in their effort to contain
"sweet old man." After outlining the that if another offensive were staged, the North Vietnamese. But it must be
failures of the Diem regime, he-stated the North Vietnamese might be de- understood that we have not asked U.S.
b
Id
·
bl
that in· 1956 Ho Chi Minh could have
feated, l}t wou never give up.
invqlvement in the domestic pro ems·
defeated Diem in an election. Diem
.~-order to facilitate a cessation of of Thailand." The ambassador underwou ld not allow elections at this time h<!stilities, Moulton feels that Nixon ·me
1· d . t he exts
· tence of wha t he calls
because he felt that fair elections could must put more pressure on Saigon to "The b'1g powers
• d ou ble stan dard "or
•'
not be held in North Vietnam.
. · negotiate with the Vietcong. He also free d om an d peace." "Y o u seem to
In Dr. Moulton's opinion, Johnson's ·said that Nixon must accelerate his think that prevention of war is necesdecision· to escalate the war in 1963 troop.withdrawals to show his sincerity sary at all costs in the other parts of
was the beginning of the end of his to the North ·Vietnamese. According the world: The Middle East, Latin
political career. • He said "Johnspn to Moulton, Saigon must initiate re- America, just to name a few. But the
lost his office because of the war." forms to encourage a positive attitude dragging on of, what seems to me, an
Throughout his presentation, Dr. Wt'th'm th e coun t ry. He a lso expresse d un-negotiable Southeast Asian war, is
Moulton rejected the views o f both the h.ts belief that .Thieu must be replaced . permissible within the value systems
·
· d of the big powers." Mr. · Kasiemsri
liberals and
the conservativ_es; he ex- so th at nego t'ta.t'tons mt'ght be carne
· t an d non- believes that Thailand, The incidental
pressed hope that prudence wo. uld be on w1'th both C ommums
victim of the Vietnam conflict, should
· fron t s.
used in resolving the crisis. Moulton e ommumst
have its voice heard before the either
said that neither immediate withdrawal
side considers pressing his native
country into service. "The U.S., as
Mr. Kasiemsri concluded by ema world power, obviously cannot avoid phasizing Thailand's interest in .. the
global interests. But Thailand is ad- war. "Our interest, our only interest,
verse to expasionist forces of any is self~interest. We are not directly
label, under a~ guise."
concerned with the problems of VietThe war in Vietnam is not just a nam. But in so far as Thailand is
military conflict, Mr. Kasiemsri be- inseparable from the Southeast Asian
lieves, but a conflict engrossed on land mass, Thailand is interested in
several levels. He mentioned that any force prohibiting the free pursuit
politics is an unavoidable arena of of happiness-happiness which Thailand
~ctivity. Tran Van Dinh, a touring has maintained for a thousand years."

Historical Background· Seen

S

h

oug
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Before a large crowd of concerned
people in the X.U. Armory the chairman of the Xavier English Department,
Rev. Thomas G. Savage, S.J., gave the
introductory speech to Xavier's Day of
Awareness.
Opening his talk Father Savage
pointed out that the aim of the participants should be an awareness of the
situation in Vietnam by listening to
qualified speakers. Going on further
he commented that it was doubtful that
such an awareness of the Vietnam situation could be obtained in the re.stricted
structure of the classroom.
Setting the stage for the Day of
Awareness Father Savage told his audience that it was not necessary for
them to accept every opinion of the
speakers they would listen to during
the day but that they should at the very·
least truely listen to the opinions of
the speakers.
Father Savage went on to indicate'
the need of a dialogue in order for the
Day of Awareness to be a success.
Through this dialogue the participants
should become more intelligently
aware of all aspects of the Vietnam
conflict.
In closing Father Savage asked
the people in attendance to address
themselves to three questions as they
examined the Vietnam situation that
day. These questions. were as follows:
Has it ever happened in war before
. that one side has explored so many
ways to peace and the other side rejected every move towards peace? Has
it ever happened before that one side
will do everything in its power to spare
the civilian population while the other
butchered the population and at the
· same time a1;cused the one side of the
butchery? Did it ever happen that so
many have denounced this situation but
been guilty of not offering an alternate
·solution? With these questions Xavier's
Day of Awareness started its exploration of the Vietnam conflict.

lh~se

US Economy War_. Based
MR. DAN BILLINGS, a _member Spending money to get to the moon is
of Xavier's own senior class, spoke profitable to mankind, but money for
to a small but interested group in bombs is not.;'
Kelley Auditorium ·during the first
"The government," said Mr. Billseminar. He felt very strongly about
ings, "doesn't wani the average citizen
his viewpo!,!t!_ concerning the Military to know what is actually going· on and
Industrial Complex determining the
lives of the American population. "This how his tax money is bi;ing spent. The
common people are not being listened
is .. especially true of the minority to because the money people talk louder.
groups," he said. One. third of the total Why would General Electric want fo
U.S. casualties in ·Viet Nam are either
. black,- Puerto Rican, or the Appala- stop the war if it gets eleven million
chian poor. He referred to America ·as dollars for each F-111 airplane that
they build?" This last aspect is begina miiitary nation becaust it spends ning to ch~nge. though, a"«:cording to
more money for killing foreigners . Dan. He sees the first reai :revolution
than it spends to feed the starving peo- in the United States since the American
pie in its own land. "It would seem," Revolution. The youth are making
he said, "that the administration be- themselv.es heard. The silent citizen
lieves in the statement that the U.S.
is no longer silent.
Norman Murdock, chairman of the endorse civil disobedience 'in any way, needs wars to stimulate its ec~omy.
Ohio House or'Representatives' Sub- even in the South in the late Fifties.
• ••••••••••••••••••••
:committee on '.Campus Disorders, "If a person violates a law," he
NOW SHOWING ·111: BOTH
addressed some two hundred students stressed, "this individual must be
CINEMA
II •ntl CINEMA #][
and faculty members in Xavier~s Thea- brought to the bar of justice."
Quizzed by Dr. Fortin as to what
·ter on the. problem of campus lawless.ness. "There are those individuals," type of literature he and the other
ihe told the seminar, "who seek to ruin committee members most often read
our colleges and universities." He - to gain a background on their complex
warned that "this small minority problem, Murdock replied somewhat
would seize any occasion."
heatedly that he had lead a "fairly
Mr. Murdock also completely dis- decent life" and got along well with
associated himself from the Mora- -p'eople.... find no problem understandtorium stating, "I am -passionately ing the problems young people have,"
American. f stand by my President iie stated flatly.
this day."
::: "What ;lit~~ature had you read'r'
•AllMIDI
Wiil
all
Focusing on the results of his anotherfaculty member pressed.
.
;ubcommittee's study, Mr. Murdock
':• ..
said he and his fellow members felt
•A dmHnc aceomplflbmeDt.•_..;.,
•"a crime is a crime~ is a . crime." ,.. Mark. Thiron, who had introduced
Questioned extensively by the mem- "the former Xavier stildent;·ct~sed the
hers of the audience, he refused to seminar thanking Representative Murdock for his "well ch~sen '":ords."
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Jokes, Plugs and Things
General Markey kicked off his
speech with a few jokes and a plug for
his son's campaign. Getting down to
the text of his talk, the General asked,
"What if the enemy had had (on Dcccmbcr 6, 1941) the strength and power of
our present enemy'! Everyday is December sixth in this cold war:" Markey
, said, among his comments on the less
·than I% of college students who want to
change the world, "They think everyday is Halloween, they dress-up in odd
costumes and say to a whole city trick
or treet." He informed us that "no
.
young generation ever .made the world
they entered. We had a war waiting for

Korca Iend directly to Vietnam,
·
the
speaker pointed out that a failure here
will lead to bigger wars. In a comment
tigainst the practice of labeling each
other. Markey said, "all the hawks
think the doves arc chicken and all the
doves think the hawks arc vultures. As
far as I'm concerned the whole thing
is for the birds. Talk the issues not the
labels." In considering a pull out at this
time everyone must ask "What then?"
"We want to get a lasting peace, not a
temporary ceasation of just one war."

Debate Ends Day
Arter ten hours of discussion on
the pros and cons of the Vietnam War,
the stage was set for the debate between Fr. Dan Lyons and Dr. John
Froim:s and Bob Fitzpatrick moderated the debate.

want, and their feelings can be justly
represented in government. After
these. remarks Froines descended the
podium and Fr. Lyons prepared for his
opening statements.

. In his opening remarks, Lyons like
Fr. Lyons, editor of Twin Circle all the other pro-war speakers spoke
magazine, was to speak on the just war out against war in gemeral and said
in Vietnam. Dr. John Froines, a Phd. that "we should have taken steps years
in Chemistry and accused member of ago that would have brought the war
the conspiracy during the Democratic tp an abrupt end." His main emphasis
National Convention on trial in Chicago centered around giving the S. Vietwas to represent the anti-war position namese a chance to keep their freedom.
On the subject of who should quit, dura·ng the debate.
Fr. Lyons asked the. audience if the
OW
the General claims, "If Hanoi pulls out
.
it loses nothing, if the South Vietnamese
~ohn ;.romes. open the debate by U.S. is going to surrender in every
Mrs. Raiph David Abernathy, one us." (ed. note: What does he think quit they die, if the U.S. withdraws we staling: ·' w?n t debate whether we guerilla war and will these countries
awaits us-a tea party.) The general lose our influence and honor.,, The should be m Vietnam but how fast ca.n become like Cuba, satelites of Russia.
of the day's keynote speakers, opened stated th a t "th e par tY wh'1c h con t ro II ed General had a few suggestions for the we. ge t out an d what can ,w,e d o_to repair He pointed out that Moscow speaks
by saying· "Pull out of Vietnam now." th e p rest'd ency an d c ongress· for e1g
· ht audienceonwhattheyshoulddo.Among v.•etnam a rter we Ieave. Fromes who of the right to liberate non-communist
d
Id
h'
·
t t
d h
f
This was the essence of her views on
the Vietnam war.
years an cou not ac ieve peace is them were "stop labeling each other and v~o ent y oppose t e war re used. to countries and Vietnam is no exception.
now insisting Nixon reach his goal in start listening to each other, get back discuss whether ~e should be ~her~. or To Fr. Lyons war may partially dull
Early in her presentation she·.ex- eight months." - ·
to being proud of the United States not because to him we are UnJUSUf1ed our · moral consciousness, but the ·
pressed her lack of trust in the AmerRussia could stop the war in one dec1'd e wha t you . are· . for-, 1't -· 1s
. .easy.
' in
efforts. By starting on United States can ill-afford to give
. . our
- Vietnam
.
away countries to communism. He
shippin"g
to
North
t
b
.
t
th'
,,.
H'
··
·
··
·this
premise,
the
supposed
debate
"I
day
if
it
stopped
ican government,
when
she
stated,
.
..
o e agams some mg.
1s c1osmg
.
.
.
trust their judgment no more than I Vietnam. (ed. note: The U.S. could
k
"th 1'd 1 t 0
t
turned mto a presentation of both sides stated: "If you value human rights
h
· d
b
hd
rem~r s were
e ea
ge so~e- of the issue followed by .questions then defend democratic~· concepts."
trusted the military JUdgment or: other
stop t e warm a ay too y wit raw· day 1s a world of peace-at peace with f
h.
d' .
After speaking 'of the positive
rom t ea~ ic;_nce.
men who were responsible for getting ing.) Feeling that the U.S. failure in itself and with its God."
us bogged down in this evil war, and
Froines spoke of America's decay- aspects of a nuclear threat such as in
~es
ing morality. He said that victory or the Russia-China horner incident
who have retired into our universities
~peaking of their e~perienccs at rundefeat was ·measured by a body count, where China backed down when threats
ning the world."
One of the Xavier community's late of American troops in Soul Vietnam is and at the present rate the U.S. is sup- of nuclear war were spread by Russia,
She pointed to an ipcreasing moral. afternoon discussions, during the Viet- vital to our own national security in posedly ·winning the war. He felt that he then stated that "we cannot disdecay and called· this a world where nam Awareness Day, was that given by order to halt worldwide Communist the U.S. must change their attitude and courage aggression in Vietnam by
might makes rights. She said that with Mr. James Allen, the national inspector expansion and aggression. Mr. Allen work to chaoge the minds rather than walking out." We must keep pressure
on the Viet -Cong and eventually they
this attitude "the world could only be general of the Veterans of Foreign attacked Americans for not presenting destroy their bodies in war.
·a unified national front against Hanoi.
saved through a religion and faith Wars organization.
which lead us into an American life
,Mr. Allen opened his talk with a He cited peace pr~tests, campus di~
where learning replaces burning, brief summary of the VFW organiza- turbances, and ,~ntt-ROTC ~nd anuwhere construction replaces destruc- tion itself, outlining its constitution, ~raft demo?str.auons as a ma!or c~use
tion, peace replaces war, and love its goals, and its various activities. for the wars eight year duration, smce
._;.,He stated that the VFW motto, "To all of these have only ser~ed to bolster
replaces hate."
Mrs. Abernathy appealed to all honor the dead by serving the living," the m?rale of the North Vietnamese a.n~
Americans to unite in defeating poverty is the best expression of the group's t~e Viet Co?g forces. He further cnuand hunger; she spoke of the hungry purpose. The VFW has a special com- cized the United States Congress for not
children in Mississippi and Vietnam, mittee exclusively concerned with continuing to give its full support to the
and the Puerto Rican families facing national security, Mr. Allen pointed war t_hat it s~pported in its Gulf of
a heartless winter in a New York slum. out, "and it is this branch, advised by Tonkm resolution.
In answer to questions raised by
She asked, "what you can do for them President Nixon, which keeps the memand yourselves.". ·she was very harsh bership informed about the Vietnam the audience, Mr. Allen asserted that
on those who do nothing. She stated that conflict." Mr. Allen then outlined the in time of war an individual should
"if you fail to shelter a family, to official policy of the VFW iri regard to sacrifice his personal interests and
tolerate the slums and· shanties of the Vietnam issue. Fundamentally, opinions to the interests and security
Froines emphasized .the fact that will give in to U.S. demands.
America, you yourselves will be .. ex- .this policy is that the VFW desires the of the country. When asked to define . the "U.S. must change its foreign
Fr. Lyons finally gave a possible
posed to the cold winter fury of in- government to seek an honorable peace loyalty t~ one's 'country, Mr. Allen policy." He felt that without a major solution to the war. He stated that the
humanity."
in Vietnam, which does not jeopardize related his personal experience as a policy change other Vietnams will U.S. should bring in Tiawan troops,
.
M
Ab
th
'd the United States as a world power. U.S. Marine at the age of sixteen in develop and the U.S. will become com- since he considered them the best fight·
·
worId war II , assuring
·
th e au d'1ence
h I n.. c.Iosmg, . .rs. d erna
. . Y sath Further, the VFW objects
to any dissent
mitted to fighting other unjust wars. ing'soldiers in the world. Only through
t at ' it is your crisis, an It is you "'. .0 here at home which endagers Ameri- that that is loyalty to one's country.
Froines reviewed some of the
this type of force will people in Southcan take your people through the cns1s
into a better tomorrow for the world, can troops.
In conclusion, Mr. Allen urged all United States' foreign policy on a gen- east Asia be freed. Fr. Lyons ended
this country." She told the audience
In his personal observation, Mr. Americamt to ·discontinue acts of ir- eral level and pointed to the fact that his presentation when he stated that if
. to main its spirit until, through con- Allen emphasized that the U.S. is in responsible protest, to gi".e President the U.S. supposed Alliance for Pro- Tiawan troops don't solve the Vietnam
scientious effort, every American Vietnam primarily because the country Nixon full support so that he can gress had failed. The U.S. could not problem then Asian allies must be
. has given its word to defend the South achieve a just and honorable end to succeed by attempting to control other brought in to finally wipe out all threats
son is back home."
Vietnamese. He felt, therefore, that the Vietnam War, and, finally, to let nations with an iron fist and money. of communism.
the U.S. is obliged to fulfill its ,promise the American soldiers in 'Vietnam He stated that the pacification program
In rebuttal Froines emphasized the
to the people of South Vietnam. Seconil- know !hat the people at home support used against the Viet Cong insurgence fact that every nation has a right to
ly, Allen cautioned that the presence them.
in Vietnam had failed and was only self-determination and the U.S. cannot
alienating many people against the force democracy on the world. Fr.
Rabbi Roy Tannenbaum, who is a
Vietnam cause.
Ly~ns raised the final question, "are
part-time instructor at Hebrew Union
Providing a contrast with Mr. Jones
Looking at our governmentaf sysAfter showing the many failures we going to let communism take over
College, heads the Cincinnati Coalition. Allen was Father Bpb Begin, a member tern, Begin felt that it was once good of U.S. foreign. policy in Vietnam, in the name of peace."
The purpose of this group, which in- of the D.C. 9.
and now 'it must be replaced. By stat- Froines said that "society must be
Even though the debate ended the
cludes businesses, churches, and civic
Right from the beginning, Fr. Begin ing this he expressed the view that the changed and the United States has to "Day of Awareness," discussions
. organizations, is to express dissent
attacked the· military-industrial com- society is our country is not "the best 'begin discussing changes in foreign were carried on at Chabanel House
over the War in Viet Nam by peaceful
plex. He pointed to the prime goal of so far." Fr. Begin's goal was that we policy in order to help repair those with Fr. Begin and John Froines, till
,measures.
corporate investment being profit, and must become involved to the point countries torn by war."
the early morning hours. Interested
In his talk at the moratorium, Rabbi this is a determining factor in people's w~ere ;we can put .down ,arms an~ live
At the end of his opening remarks, students pursued answers which Fr.
Tannenbaum discussed the philosophy freedom He felt it has weakened somb Without! ~rms..This seems over ideal- Froines called for creation of a r:iew Lyons failed to resolve.
behind such commonly quoted phrases of the p~tential freedom which_ many o'f' lStic bh.t Without ~ high goal ~an ~ay society~ SO people Can say What they
as: "The. law of the land is the law" and . our citizens have a right to possess. never improve his general situation. _ _..;......;.;._;...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'-""-....;....-.,-~---,
"My country, right or wrong." He be.
.
. d He also concluded that the possession
'IMMEDIATE OPENINGS - MEN STUDEN:JS
Afte~ attacking bus1.ness he raise of personal property had become too
..
lieves that these bypass the. central
$300.00 GUARANTEED FOR 11
question of the morality of the war. a very important. question. What can extensive and was infringing on man's
~a? do conce~m?g the ~oncepts of rights. In Fr. Bob's opinion America·
PART-TIME WORK
«.~;:.:·':
Within the hierarchy of beliefs, the
hm1ted. and unhmued war. H~ stated must change many of its values which
ALSO
SOME
FULL-TIME.
OPENINGS
Rabbi stressed~ that one's conscience
-that. "people must unite nonv1olent.ly, it has put above many of-the problems
·,- ...
is the. highest level of authority.. Once
CALL TODAY 241-2944 -·Y'··•'
makm~ themselves aware o~ reahty and basic rights of man.
an individual decides that something
the world, eventually takmg a re- ·=~~;;~;;~~~;iiii;;;:---.l::=::jjiiiiiiiiiiilliiii•iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiilii~ ~===:::::!..,
is morally right or wrong, he must act and
sponsible and firm stand together for I
accordingly, even to the point of vio- values they believe in. In taking a
lating civil statutes.
stand, Begin felt that the committment
Applying this phil~sophy to the War reached ·as far as dying for your bein Viet Nam, he said that those who liefs.
disagree· with the war on°a moral basis
In another attack on the United
must act ifo<;ording to their convictions. States, Fr; Bob said that he was not
"Once a 'person questions the war, there proud of. our country since it was· ,
is no way. out; what can he do but pro- founded upon racism and. imperialism
test." Peaceful protests offer a -way of but was proud of its people who wanted
manifesting one's disconten~ and of to run the country as it deserved to be
being heard.
run. By racism Fr. Begin said that it
The road of the draft-resister is said that our way is the best way of
seems to be a more difficult one since life, and this is one of the reasons that
existing draft regulations offer no al- we.still feel a committment in Vietnam.
ternatives· (work in VISTA, Peace
- Even though Fr. Begin felt that radi-.
I
Corps, etc.) to ,actual military service. cal change was necessary within :the
Although he sympathizes with these present social structure of America,
individuals, Rabbi Tannenbaum real- he disavowed violence as a means to·
izes that the existing laws _must be en- changing the-system. He pointed out
. forced to prevent ana.rchy.
01969 T~E. H,UDE~O~~·~REWING COMPANY OF CINCINNATI, OHIO
that the pro~lem will only be solved
' .'
. ..'
' ~
.'
through truthful ·dialogue. · · ·
. .'.'
...... ' ·~;· - . - ~ . . ,.
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Bucky's Knee

Big

?•

·?

·•

by JOHN PRICE

Jerry Buckmaster has a great idea for the holiday season. He's going into
the hospital on Christmas night to have a knee operation. "It should be a great
vacation," cracked Bucky now limited to the role of sideline observer, a
position he's unapprovingly held since the second game of the season.
"I d_on't kn_ow," is all Bucky can say whenever asked if he will be playing
again this year. "The doctor said I can play when the knee is strong enough.
Right now !·can't put pressure on it." As of now, Jerry has little lateral mobility
to speak of, and whoever has seen the senior perform in the past knows that the
scramble was

a vital part of Bucky's quarterbacking.

fl~l~~i!l~~I

As the Muskies hustled through a practice session last week, Bucky could ·--,,,,-~""""•
be seen tossing the ball softly to the team managers. Dressed in street clothin8 ...,:~--.• ..-/
he seemed to be thoroughly amused by the. holler tactics of defensive coach
Hal Dyer.. ~Isn't he crazy?'', lapghed Bucky probably thinking how great it
would be to direct the offense against Dyer's charges.

\

'

It's been five weeks since Jerry has directed the offense. The Muskie~
were still feeling their way when he was calling the signals and the situatio11
has not improved in the intervening weeks. Bucky won't be convinced, however,
that the Muskies are an 0-S ball club. "They really haven't been playing that
bad," he said. "Buffalo wasn't that good of a team and the score of the Ohio U
game doesn't indicate how well we played."

•

Frosh Beat Indiana- St., 13-6
Bazzoli Stars

•

•

AS A TEAM LEADER, Jerry realizes how important it is to keep
' spirits high on the squad. "It was awful hard to get the guys up after the U.C
by BOB HYLE
game. That was something how they took it away from us, but it always seems
that we're defending a lead there at the end of the game. I try to keep on the
The Xavier University Freshman,
seniors because it's easy for them to get down."
behind a strong running game and a
Ell&lblllty-wlse Buckmuter, who will be paduatln1 after this semester, powerful defense, won their opening
could not return to the squad next· year even Ir he sat out the remainder or the game of the season; 13-6, over Indiana
sesson. Bucky was redshlrted durln1 his sophomore year while the p;eat State University.
Carroll Williams completed his career. Whether Jerry has already perNeither team could get untracked
formed In his final same before a Xavier home crowd remains to be seen, and, until midway through the' first quarter
meanwhile, Coach Irv Etier· must look ahead without Bucky In his plans. when Muskie quarterback Paul Smith
· The week's respite before homecl!Jlling has afforded Etier the chance to hit Ron Clarke with a pass to the Inerase the past and launch a second season on October 25th. Regrouping is diana JS yard line. On the next play
· probably. the theme of recent days, but as luck would have it, the plague even Smith had to scramble but found halffollows the Muskies into practice. "We've had a boy break his foot (Joe Ohrad- back Pat Ragon in the clear and comzansky), another ran his head into the goal post and even I broke my thumb," pleted the pass to Ragon at the IO. Two
plays later Ragon took a pitchout from
said Etier pointing to his bloated finger.
the seven and scored, but-the first. "of
many penalties to conic. was called,
WHEN YOU TALK about high hopes, though, you start with the little Xavier was penalized IS yards for holdXavier head coach who seems to call .everyone "Tiger". "W.e're going to win :ing and the toUC-hdown -was called ~ack.
five' games; we want to finish S-S,'' remarked Etier unhesitatingly. "We might
Indiana's Charles Karazia broke
be a little bit thin on personnel because of injuries, but we're big on guts."
through on the next down and threw
No mauer how bad things go-and there has been a famine for happy moments Smith for another loss back to the JS.
- Etier always seems to maintain the players' dedication and occasionally Dave Hancock then tried a 52 yard
finds a rainbow among the clouds. "He could work their butts off if he wanted field goal - which was short and the
to," said Buckmaster, "but he realizes that punishment isn't the answ~r." Sycamores took over."
On the plus side, Etier talks ·of the defense which has "played very well".
The Muskies defense then came
He has been pleased with the progress of Buckmaster's replacement Dave through with one of their many bl1
Myers. "Dave is getting better all the time. He throws the ball better every plays of the day. Defensive back Tom
day. I'm real proud of all the boys, they don't get down on themselves; they're Bazzoll picked off the first of hlr. three
not that type. Maybe that's what the Jesuit education is all about - maybe that's Interceptions or the ciay, and returned
why so many boys are successful in business after they leave here."
It to State's 25-yard line.
· Etier promises to use a few new faces in the coming weeks but he is quick,
The offe~se then powered it in with
to point out that he is not waving the white flag on this year yet. "I want the
students to know that we're doing our best and if they raise a little hell at
homecoming, maybe we'll raise a little score."

• • •

Ragon going off tackle for ten yards linemen.
Minutes later In the fourth quarter
down to the three. He then bhtsted up
the middle for the final yards to give XU's John Helstan picked up a rumbled
XU first blood. Hancock missed the .plti:hout on his own 40 to 1lve Xavier
extra ·point and the score stood 6-0. 1ooc1 field position. Paul Smith then
- Indiana was unable to get its offense palled olrtlle play of the 1ame when he
going and · were forced to punt. The hit Mark KneRln on a 44-yard pus to
Muskies took over on their own 34- put them on the nine yard llne.
yard line, and headed for another score.
Ragon ran to the five. West got
Smith,mixed his plays up beautifully, three yards to the two, before Smith
using Ragon and fullback Dick West laid a beautiful pass to West for the TD.
effectively along with his passes to Hancock's kick was good and XU was
end Kim Knoppe. The offense stalled on in the lead. 13-6.
The defense kept stopping the Intlte Indian 26 and gave the ball over on
d owns.
d'
f"'
.h . I .
.
, The Sycamores got started after 1ana o aense_ wit time y ·mtercepllon~
this. Quarterback Roger Voorhis hit for the rest of the quai:ier. Bazzoh
Charles K.arazia on two passes to. st~le two more, and ~eft m the ~me
XU's 36. John K.arazia then ran for. with the Sycamores m XU territory
IO yards to the 26. Two key penalties ·Ron Martin picked one off and stopped
hurt the Muskies. The defensive line Indiana's last threat. The game ended
was called . for offside twice, setting with.~mith _sitting on the ball fpr C~ac)l
up .two first downs for· Indiana .. With Jim Louder's first win of the year.
the ball now on the 4-yard line, Voorhis
After the game Louder said, "I
hit John Karazia for the touchdown. think we wanted it more than they did,
The kick was missed and at the half and we deserved it. We stuck together
as a team." "The coach thought that
the score stood XU 6-ISU 6.
The third quarter went scoreless Ballard's punt was the turning point.
as both squads were unable to move "We had great second and third effort,
the ball. Xavier got a big break late and Ben's punt was a spark."
."It's hard to pick out any individual
in the third quarter when punter Ben
Ballard, who had been unable to handle stars today," he continued, "Bazzoli
the snap from center, showed great had three interceptions, Ragon and
second effort. He finally found room West were ·running well, but it all goes
to kick and got off a 30 yarder, seconds back to the team. If they stick together
before he was hit by four Indiana we'U be all right.."

Murray Not Looking Back

XU Statistics-Five Games

by DENNY KING
It's unlikely that Jim will be lookln1 ·is blocking, most of the time an end, a
Uurin~ the first half of this year's' back on It with many fond meories.
linebacker, or t~e corner~~k. And •. if

·
season, Xavier's
offense has proved
thing-that
they can control and
Net Yards Gained Passing
· ·372
2S TotalOlfense-Plays
318
,!~!· move the ball. Unfortunately, whenea~h
12 Total Olfenie ·Yards
93!i
2.5-237 of the five games were ov~r; ~he score94 Timea Penalized ·Yards ·
'36-336
260 Times Fumbled· Fumbles lost 10-,4. .
2:~:1· boa~d dic;l~'t.match the ~'llli.fti~S,\ ~.
1087 Times Punted· Yards Punted 35-1169. ,
42.4 ·
"It's these small breakdowns,"
112 Punt!~aAveragc
. 33.4
4 11
97S lnterceplions- Yards Returned 2-4
i4-M
says
tight ·end Jim Murray. ~·You can
73 PuntRetums-YardsRe1urned 10-138
· 11-20~·<nove almost all the way down field and
37 KickolfsReturned-Yards
20-311
2 Points Scored
.34
·:-;: :·.:~1 .23 .tiien hav;,~,;1~.re~kdown,oi, ~_first <lo~.n
'
-:'.·"
\ ~~ ~'-f ~- ;<';-~-. -,
. pass play, :maybe it .winds :l!P to be ·.a
Results to Oat~;, ·· Miami (0.)JS '
(A) Day.
13·500 •
Xavier 7
second-iind~fr:situatio.·
n. )t's hard to
(A) Day
Buffalo ' ; ~
8,6'18.
.
17 Xavier 0
(H) Night
Kent Stale
23
Xavier 7
8,881
come back after something like that...
J7,Sl9
(A) Night
Cincinnali
17 Xavier· 14
The.sudden change.in quarterbacks
19,278
OhioU.
31 Xavier 6
(A)' Day.
didn't help. "Bucky (Jerry Buckmaster)
was well established, reliable,'' says
Murray. "Dave (Myers) throws hard.
He's makiiig progress."
Thls season marks Murray's third
by. C,:HU~CK QUINN
ting underway sho-rtly and there is still year as a starting tight end for XU, but
-be numerous intramural time for late entries.
There
events coming up in the future. They
Here's an interesting note, the
will be starting in the next couple of Lost Cause (formerly the Norwood
weeks. A 3-man basketball tourney Broncoes) won their first intramural
will be held. A punt, pass, and kick football game in four years by defeating
contest will be coming up als'o. After the Bulls 8-6.
the flag football season there will be a
I
volleyball tourney. (Broadway Brad
The Intramural Department
be
Rider will be starring in this tourna- conducting an expericment concerning
ment.)
the hours that the fieldhouse will be
For the billiard buffs there will be
open. There have been 'requests th~t
a 75-ball tournament. The Freshmanthe gym remain opelt'till 10 PM. DurSophomore tourney will be starting on ing the next few weeks ·the gym will
October 22. The Junior-Senior contest
be open till IO to see if there are
will begin on October 31.
enough students using the facilities

Cateaory
-X••ltr
Finl Downs Rushing
4S
Finl Downs Passing
17
. · Finl Downs By Penally
6
Total First Downs
68
N.umber RushingAuempls
230
Yards Gained Rushing
, .777
Yards Lost.Rushing
210
Net YardsOiiinCd Rushing
S67
PassesAnempted ·
88
Passes Completed
42
Passes Had lnterccpied
4

Upponeat
S7

soi· one

; i.

IM Shorts

will

will

A doubles tennis contest will be get-

?.,

,.. ;.

to·remain open this late permanently.
••''

'I

'

-Ntw• (JOHN PAYNE) l'ltoto

Jim Murray

·
· k'mg .a play calls for 11• the.pos1t1on also 1n..We went mto
every game thai,
we col.lid win. There's been some loss. ~olves backfield and crossfield blockof confidence, especially after the UC mg.
game. After a· game like that, you start
"There isn't 'much receiving.' inthinking you just weren't meant to win." valved," said Jim. "When ,you do get
After a long career in athletics, the ball thrown to you, chances are it's
a critical situation and you have to be
Jim knows how good it feels to win. He
started in football back in the fourth ready for it.
grade in a pee wee league and lias
"We have five seniors on the offenplayed ever since. In his later grade sive line. We figured offense would be
school years he played basketball and our strong point this season."
baseball.
·,;~ At Elder High, Jim continued to

play all three sports until his junior
year when he dropped basketball. As
a senior, Jim was captain and pitcher
on the baseball team and also a memher of the GCL champion football team.
Before he had left high school,
Murray ha~ been named to both the
GCL all-star eleven and the. all-City
team.
On the freshman squad at XU, Jim
played split-end but because of his size
(6'3# 220 lbs.) was switched back to his
old position of tight end where he has
been ever since.
"Before the end of my freshman.
year, I had, 1alned 30 lbs. That's too
·much for a split end," said Murray.
"In hl1h school I played tl1ht end. We
had two tlpt ends and no split end, so
there wasn't much adjustment to be
made In the position that I played here."
.
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KENTSTATE(3-3)1ost to Bowling
Opponent's week 3. Green,
7 - o.

6. VILIANOVA(4-l)deleated8oston
College, 24 • 6.
.
.
4.
CINCINNATl(3-2defeatedWichlta 7. DAYTON (1-5) delea'Jd. Jlilorthern
1. MIAMI (5-0) defeated Ohio (J
·•
State, 21-14.
Illinois, 56-21.
24-21.
2. BUFFAl.O 13-2) did not play.
5. OHIO U. (2-2·1) lost to Miami,. 8. QUANTICO (5-0) sc~edule un,-~~~~---~~_.;.....;;..~~~~~~-

. mwe
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417
.,VAN HEUSEN•
You've emancipated your id and yau're doing
your o~n thing! Now you can ~ear _the shirt
that isn't up tight in drab conventionality.
Van Heusen "417." The shir:t with turnedon stripes and mind-bending solid .hues.
The one with handsome new Brooke
collir. And with permanently pressed
Vanopress to liberate you from the
irofling grind. Unbind your mind,
man! Don a "417" shirt·from Van
Heusen!

Pro ·nehut For Lu

/

Luther Rackley; former · Xavier a couple of Reed's shots. center, made a fairly successful debut
"We're going to go with our kids
for the Cincinnati Royals on October IS this year," said Royal coach Bob·
at the Cincinnati Gardens.
Cousy ·after the game. By the kids, he
Lu collected eight points on four of meant "!orm Van Lier, Herm Gilliam,
11 field goals. He played 30 minutes. and Rackley.
·
In his last two outings, Rackley has
and grabbed eight rebounds.
Lu's fi~st two points came on a scored 17 and 29 points against the
jumper six feet to the right of the basket Boston Celtics, and Philadelphia 76ers.
at 6:28 of the first quarter. R.ackley · "I've been playing on instinct,"
started the game a~d won the tip said Lu, ."because I don't know the
against the New York Knicks' Willis moves of the other centers. I'll have a
Reed. NY won the game, 94-89.
better idea of my position one time
.Immediately after· the tip, Lu was aroun<I the league."
"I think I did a good job of reprereplaced by Connie Dierking, who re-·
lieved Lu on and off. Rackley blocked· sen ting Xavier."

...~

Big Al Says:
by AL JACOBS
BIG AL'S TANTILIZING TRIVIA:
I.

Name the back-court partners
of Royal Coach Bob Cousy when
he played with the Celtics in the
late SO's.
!. Who was nicknamed: (a) "the
Wheaton Iceman", (b) "AlleyOop", (c) "the Georgia Peach"?

3.

4.

S.

6.

7.

Famous winning slogan of the
Boston Braces 1948 pennant drive
was ....
The middle leg of horse racing's
Triple Crown, the Preakness is
run where?
The ·longest kickoff return for a
touchdown in Pro Football was by
Al Carmichael, Green Bay vs.
Detroit, 1934~ How far was it?
Defensive co-captain of the 1967
Xavier University Football Team
were'I
Name the three; best-dressed professional · athletes as rated by

Esquire.
8. Name the pitcher who served
Roger Maris his 61st home-run.
9. Who are the brother combination
that led the Montreal Canadians
to seven consecutive Stanley Cup
Hockey Championships of the
SO's?
10. Name the famous broadcasters
who have since been· fired but will
be long remembered as:
the Voice of the New York Yankees
the Voice of the St. Louis Cardinals
the Voice of the Cleveland Indians.
TRIVIA ANSWERS:
I. Frank RamHcy and Dill Sh11rman
Red Gran~e, R.C. Owen•, and Ty Cohh

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

"Spalm and Sain and pray for rain"
Pimlico Park, Bahimore, Marylund
1116 yar<t.
.
Don Pelli~rini and Bcclle Dailey
Joe Namath, Hawk llarrellt1on, and
Lance ~lworth
8, Tracy Stallard
9. Maurice ..the Hockct" ancl _Henri Richar1i
10. Mel Allen, Harry Carry, aml Jimmy D111lley

Villanova
Xavier faces Villanova in Saturday's Homecoming Game at _':30 p.m.

..

FREE
TRESLER COMET
Bengals Souvenir

12 oL Tumbler

With 10 gal. <ias
Purchase.
Dana Ave. Comet
1711 Dana Ave.
This exclusive offer
expires Oct. 31

The college you cai:i't get in to without ajob.
The college is ours-Western Electric's Corporate Education
Center in Hopewell, New Jersey;
· Like your college, ours has a campus with dorms, dining halls,
.tabs and a library. Unlike yours, you can't get into ours without a job.
A job at Western Electric.
·
· . · ._ . Our students-engineers, managers and other profess,ionalsdevelop and expand their skills through a variety of courses, from
corporate operations to computer electronics. To help br-ing better
telephone service and equipment, through the Bell System ..
·
For information contact your placement office. Or write: College
·Relations Manager, Western.Electric Co., Room 2500, 222 B roadway,
· New York, New York 10038. An equal opportunity employer. -·
0

Iii\ W,e$Jer,. ..E.lec.trie ..

~ l\.1m1uf<1cluru1g and Supply U111t of tile Bell System
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Pa11 Ei1ht

"ONE OF THE BEST
FILMS ABOUT YOUNG
PEOPLE EVER MADEi"
-TIME MAGAZINE

'''Take Tbe Mone1 And Ran'
Is nattiness triumphant.
Toa ••rite reminded o1 CllapUa •••
r••••rtldakolW.C.flelds... bat above all

......... "

)'oa'U-Wood)'Allen
0a.....

e -LOO~ MAGAZINE

"SOMETHING VERY SPECIAL AND ECCENTRIC AND
FUNNY. AS FUNNY TO LOOK AT AS IT IS TO LISTEN TO.''
-Vincent Canby, New York Times

"INSANELY
FUNNY."

"A SMASH!
ONE OF
THE MOST
EFFECTIVE
LAUGH-INS
YOU WILL
EVER SEE."

Time Magazine

"RIB-CRACKING
COMEDYA RARITY IN
OUR TIME."

-Joyce Haber
Los Angeles Times

where the heads of all nations meet

.....,,, ARLO·GUTHRIE
A JACK ROLLINS AND CHARLES H. JOFFE Production
Scr11t1play by

Prod11ctd by

Eaec11l1Y1 Prod11e1r

Auoc11te Prldvelf

luaic tr

·

Directtll lly

WOODY ALLEN and MICKEY ROSE /CHARLES H. JOFFE /SIDNEY GLAZIER /JACK-GROSSBERG /MARVIN HAMLISCH /WOODY ALLEN /COLOR
FROM THf AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.
DISTRIBUTED ev CINERAMA RELEASING CORPORATION

S-t1t£,TltJO TO~ I
E~US\~&\ (!owhW\Uo\IS
,

Shot.u•"9.s

~u'A.Y"" Pr'~~s-s

·His story
was censored...
But some got through, They'll tell you their stories unabridged.
Unabridged - that's the kind of Europe we give you.
· Involvement with the total culture: talking,
listening, meeting, sharing.
Sure, you'll get the sights, the beaches, and some swinging
parties - and you'll enjoy them. But-then, anybody can
give you those. We give you the facts behind the sights, the
reasons behind the events. And we do it. through the people.
We dish up the real Europe - from the mod up-beat action
of Carnaby Street to the philosophical intensity of
the Left Bank.
You get the agony and the ecstasy; action and involvement.
Because that's what Europe is all about.
·
lnst.itute of Cultural Education P.O. Box 2388, Cincinnati, Ohio
Clip and mail this coupon today.

---·-------~-----~--------------------------------------------------

INSTITUTE OF CULTURAL.EDUCATION
P.O. Box 2388. Gwynne Building. Cincinnati, Ohio 45201
.l

Please send me the fuil color. illustrated booklet. "European
Discovery - 1970 ~ollege S~ud~n~. Prpgrams", available at
no cost to Xavier Uni~e~sity Students
·
(PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY)
NAME
CURRENT
ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

STATE

ZIP

TELEPHONE·
HOME
ADDRESS

CITY

· P.S. We advise those desiring a hold-my-hand-from-monu.ment-to·monument student tour. to look elsewhere.
~ .
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